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On 4/4/08 client Jan Paulus came into the boutique and handed Leslie Galardi a few products
that she wanted to return. Jan Paulus claimed that the return was approved by a manager. The
products were breathless blush, liquid powder foundation tender beige and Clarisonic. Client left and
went upstairs for an appt. I returned back to the boutique from my break and Leslie asked me to enter
the return in the computer system. After entering the return spa credit...Diana Ayala (nurse) called me
from upstairs and asked if we could put the Clarisonic credit on a gc for Jan Paulus that would then be
applied towards medical bill. I told her "no." Product that is purchased in the spa can only be applied
towards spa. Spa is spa....medical is medical. Billing needs to be totally separate.

Diana Ayala (nurse) then said she would ask her supervisor and call me back. Diana Ayala
(nurse) called me back and said Charlene Jones (Medical Supervisor) and Alex Barenblit (Medical
Accounting) said it was "o.k." to put credit towards medical. I told her "sorry no...that is not our policy
and I will have to bring this to the manager." She said "o.k."

At this point...Leslie Galardi went upstairs to make sure Nicole Brokob (Spa Director) knew what was
going on. Nicole Brokob and Dianne York-Goldman then called the boutique to ask me what was going
on. I explained the situation. Alex Barenblit (Medical Accounting) then called the boutique and said
"Jen in regards to the return products ...it has to go towards spa."

Time passed and then Diana Ayala (Nurse) called the boutique again and said Charlene Jones
(Medical Supervisor) said it was o.k. to apply credit. It was really going back and forth! I told her "sorry
no the client needs to come downstairs and apply credit towards product/service in boutique." She said
"o.k." and that she would walk down the client. Diana Ayala (Nurse) came down with client and then
mentioned that Dr.Woodhall recommended the Clarisonic back on 12/28/07 and that she was going
take it upstairs and deal with it. This statement put me in an uncomfortable position because the client
was standing there this whole time. It obviously was not right! Leslie and I looked at each other
knowing it was uncomfortable and then Diana Ayala(Nurse) proceeded to take the Clarisonic upstairs! I
then got busy in the boutique checking out clients. At this time Diana Ayala(Nurse) got approval from
Charlene Jones (Medical Supervisor) to apply the $219.81 (Clarisonic) towards the clients medical bill.
After checking out clients...! pulled up billing for Jan Paulus...by this time...Medical had already applied
Spa Credit for Clarisonic $219.81 towards client's Medical bill per Charlene Jones (Medical Supervisor.)
In other words...wrongfully took Spa credit $219.81 and applied it towards her Medical bill to the
detriment of La Jolla Spa MD.

I declare under penalty and perjury these are true
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